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Background

What inspired me to create Homeoagora comes from a place dear
to my heart. I met my homeopathic doctor in 2002 at a very 
difficult time. Years later, I traveled to other countries to work and 
many times I tried to find a homeopath who could replace my 
doctor who was in Venezuela at that time. But to my surprise I 
couldn't find one who practiced homeopathy like him.

In 2009 I started together with a friend in Argentina a magazine 
about self-discover/spirituality/yoga (
https://issuu.com/sivani08/docs/03_revista_despertar_espiritual_no
v_dic_09_vnz) that were distributed in Venezuela and in Argentina. 
I interviewed my doctor and started looking for different 
therapeutic healing venues to promote in the magazine. 

On this journey I understood that there were many 
misunderstandings that led beneficial healing therapies do not 
occupy their rightful place within the medical spectrum.

https://issuu.com/sivani08/docs/03_revista_despertar_espiritual_nov_dic_09_vnz
https://issuu.com/sivani08/docs/03_revista_despertar_espiritual_nov_dic_09_vnz


Abstract

Homeoagora is built to give homeopathic doctors and the patient 
a space to interact. Doctors can promote themselves and share 
their experiences. Each doctor has a unique experience with their 
patients, so each publication has a great value to other doctors, 
patients and future homeopaths. In addition, it is necessary to 
build a network of highly committed and human-quality doctors to 
propel Homeopathy to its rightful place within the medical 
evolution spectrum. And in order to create this network with the 
highest standards of transparency and quality, this application will 
work under blockchain technology with a scheme that allows 
Patients, Doctors and those we will call Workers to interact, and 
each one to be benefited economically and humanely by their 
contribution.

Features

• Read free content about homeopathy
• Get rewarded for validating, translating and generating 

content on the network
• Get rewarded with shares for validating new homeopaths 

( also doctors will be rewarded with shares )
• Find quality homeopaths close to your location
• Interact with your homeopath, get support, store your 

medical history, reserve appointments, use your rewards to 
pay your medical consultation



Information

Homeoagora will show the information as the newspapers 
typically do on the web. However each homeopathic doctor will 
have their own domain and will look like a separate profile page. 
Patients will not have this option, they will shown as a user of the 
system. The  main information displayed in the top bar will be:

About

In the main page will show information about our mission and in 
the doctor page will show information about the doctor.

Homeopaths 

In this section will be displayed a list of homeopaths publicly 
available and you can search by location and many more variables

Categories 

In the categories the content is separated by the characteristics of 
the information. At the beginning the categories will be News, 
Interviews, Publications, Articles and Remedies but could be 
added new ones in the future.

Search 

From the main page it will be able to search in the entire 
ecosystem through patients, doctors, publications, etc.

Also will be links to secondary information like FAQ, Pricing, 
Tutorials ,Our Team, Events, Careers, Contact



Design

The design will be focus in a blue/black/white medical theme. The 
main page will have the Homeoagora logo on the top-left corner 
and the doctor page will have the doctor logo or signature.

Main Page

In the main page where will show the recent and priority 
publications as the newspapers typically do on the web. 



Administration Users Page

Each users (Patients and Doctors ) could sign in and have an 
administration page with sections like My Wallet, My Profile, 
Articles, etc.

General Administration Page

An administration page where the admins manage the platform.



Doctors

Doctors are the most important users of the system. They give 
HEAL to the others users. They are the ones who set the roadmap 
of the platform and it is important that they believe in the project 
and are involved in the community that is why they will become 
shareholders from the very beginning.

As mentioned before each homeopathic doctor will have their own
domain and will look like a separate profile page. Only doctors 
have this special feature.

Doctors need to be validated in some way. It is not enough to sign
in and say you are a doctor. It is needed a verification and a 
personal (human-human) interaction to validate a doctor.

Doctors will have access to the information of their patients and 
could manage and update some of this information.



Patients

Patients are the  the rest of types of users apart from doctors. 
Their basic feature is to validate (like) and comment publications 
and articles. They will not be able to have their own domain and 
will not be able to have access to information from other users.

Roles

Doctors and Patient could have different roles depending on the 
level of validation. They different types of roles are: admin, healer 
(only for doctors), validator, editor, translator.

Admin

This role is for the superusers that manage the platform.

Healer ( Doctor )

This role is set to Doctors after a validation. With this role doctors 
could set their own website and starting to getting patients.

Validator

This role is set to any user and only admin could defined. This role 
also need to have a personal interaction with doctors. Because it is
needed a personal (human-human) interaction to validate a doctor.
A validator visit a doctor to see if this doctor could be certified 
homeopath. Maybe he could made the first interview of the 
doctor. They must have certain level of understanding of 
homeopathy and with the ideal scenario of validate his own 
doctor. One doctor for one validator could be the best approach 
because the validator will be rewarded also if the doctor have a 
great impact on the community.



Editor

This role is set to any user and only admin could defined. This role 
could validate, translate and write publications of any type of 
users. They have access to all articles. 

Translator

This role is set to any user and only admin could defined. This role 
could translate publications of any type of users. They have access
to all articles. 

Workflow Diagram



HEAL Token. Blockchain.

In order to create this network with the highest standards of 
transparency and quality, this application will work under 
blockchain technology with the HEAL token.

HEAL token will be a EOSIO token ( Proof of Stake PoS 
Technology ). 

Utility of HEAL token

• Validators have to stake HEAL tokens in order to validate 
Doctors

• Doctors will receive HEAL tokens once they are validated and
they could use them to make their own website, promote and
use many features to interact with their patient

• Patients can receive HEAL tokens if they write high quality 
reviews and validate articles (like). Patients could use the 
HEAL tokens to pay a part of the consultation with his doctor.

• Translator receive HEAL tokens in reward for translate 
content in different languages

Specification of HEAL token

• ERC-20 and EOSIO proper utility token
• Token name: HEAL
• Symbol: Ḫ  (Unicode character U+1E2A, HTML entity 

&#7722;) 
• Max supply: 100,000,000 HEAL 
• Max digit: 18 
• Initial circulation supply: 10,000,000 HEAL
• Initial price: 1 dollar cent



Value of HEAL token

At the beginning there will be no public circulation of the token 
until the project and the community reach a maturity. The value of 
the HEAL token will be defined in the first instance by the doctors.
Doctors will receive a share portion when there are validated and 
they will define what portion of their service could be payed with 
the token so this way they will set the value of the token. Also 
because they are shareholders they will benefit with high value 
token.

A validator needs to stake 10,000 HEAL in order to validate a 
doctor. This tokens will be block and the doctor will receive the 
same amount of this tokens (10,000 HEAL). Each time the doctor 
consume this tokens using the application or receiving HEAL 
tokens from patient for medical consultations. When this happens 
the validator tokens will be unblocked and rewarded with more 
tokens incrementing his quantity of HEAL.

Market and Business Plan

Our estimated users for the first year is 5,000. With a 2% of 
doctors ( 1 doctor for every 50 users ). So will be 100 doctors. 

This means that we will need 100 validators in the worst scenario. 
And the application will give away the quantity of 10,000 HEAL for 
every doctor and validator. This means that is expected 2,000,000 
($20,000 at 1 cent per token) HEAL tokens ( 2% of max supply ) 
will give away the first year.


